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Evaluation report 
 

1  Short presentation of the research unit 

— Number of permanent lab members : 3 including 

o Number of researchers with teaching and hospital duties (PU-PH) : 1 

o Number of researchers with hospital duties (PH) : 2 

— Number of HDR : 2 

— Number of PhD students currently in the research unit : 2  

— Number of PhD students who have obtained their PhD during the past 4 years : 3 

— Average length of a PhD during the past 4 years : 3.5 

— Number of lab member who have obtained the PEDR : 1 

— Number of « publishing » lab members : 1 out of 1 

The permanent members of the team are a teacher-researcher-hospital practitioner (head of the team) and 
two hospital practitioners (involved for about 30% of their time in research : one hepatologist and one 
virologist).  

One of the two hospital practitioners holds an HDR and supervises PhD students. One PhD defended during the 
last 4 years ; 1 being planned for defense in September 2009. 

The two PhD students currently in the team are funded by ANRS. One team member is a beneficiary of PEDR 
(this is the only possibility, as this grant is exclusive for faculty members). 

2  Preparation and execution of the visit 

The preparation and execution of this half-day visit were excellent. The committee first had a short individual 
meeting with the team leader, before a complete presentation of the recent striking results and research 
projects by the team leader, in presence of all team members. This presentation generated an interesting 
discussion with the committee members, who were impressed by the quality of some recent results. Also, a 
specific project on hepatitis C virus and alcohol was presented by the hospital practitioner HDR. The whole 
committee had then a meeting with the university representatives before to split into three small groups to (i) 
visit the laboratory premises with the head of the team (ii) meet separately with the PhD students and 
technician-students (iii) meet separately with the hospital practitioners involved in the project (unfortunately 
one of them could not attempt to this meeting and it was then difficult to evaluate his involvement in the 
project). 
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3  Overall appreciation of the activity of the research unit, of its 
links with local, national and international partners 

This application for an « Equipe d’Acceuil » (EA) follows the end of the team’s contract with INSERM (“Avenir” 
Team) and no further association with INSERM and the Cochin Institute. 

The scientific review at the end of this Avenir contract shows an honorable level of publications, with 31 
international publications. Numerous publications are related to the routine virological diagnosis and/or 
collaborative projects, but several good publications are the results of the team’s research project and are 
related with the proposed project (JBC 2006, J Viral Hepat 2006, J Med Virol 2007, J Med Virol 2008, J Viral 
Hepat 2009). Although the team leader has an excellent scientific background and keeps a high motivation, the 
limited size of the team is obviously a critical point which makes questionable its short and middle-term 
survival. As the team was not able to grow during the Avenir contract, it will probably be more difficult to 
achieve this goal being an EA. 

However, the committee would like to strongly emphasize that some parts of the submitted project are 
excellent (see next paragraph for more details and advices on its different aspects). The team has recently 
established a model for HCV propagation in primary cultures of human hepatocytes showing a very high level of 
viral production. More importantly, the viral particles produced with this model are highly infectious as 
compared to those produced in hepatoma cell lines. In addition, while the composition of viral particles 
produced by hepatoma cells differs from serum-derived particles, viral particles produced by primary 
hepatocytes seem to have the same buoyant density as particles isolated from infected patients. This approach 
is original and represents a real success over many attempts made by other laboratories around the world, 
reflecting the determination of this team. This model will be a powerful tool to study the infectious cycle of 
HCV, still poorly understood, and will be of interest for the HCV research community. 

The committee has been informed that the team’s localization in its current premises is not assured, as this 
team is no longer associated with the INSERM and the Cochin Institute. This localization appears however 
critical for the research program (or any part of it), the access to a Level 3 laboratory facility being essential 
for its realization.  

4  Specific appreciation team by team and/or project by 
project 

Regarding the structure of the team and its actual difficulties to increase rapidly, the committee feels that too 
many projects are proposed.  

The committee advises to focus on the model of primary hepatocytes infected with HCV (a true originality of 
the team), rather than trying to use and compare different models, and to address with this model the most 
relevant questions. These include the ultrastructural and biochemical analyses of the intracellular and 
extracellular viral particles produced by these cells, which represent a very important goal to achieve in the 
HCV field. The study of the viral morphogenesis including its investigation with different core mutants and its 
relationship with host cell factors such as the VLDL is also particularly interesting. The collaboration with a 
group having already established powerful siRNA against host cell proteins involved in the retroviruses budding 
appears also very promising to explore the pathways involved in HCV assembly and release. 

The project on the aggravation of HCV infection physiopathology by alcohol is interesting but appears more 
preliminary and difficult to achieve at this time, considering the size and expertise of the team. Also, the 
screening of antiviral molecules, neutralizing antibodies or inhibiting peptides is a research aim that will be 
difficult to reach considering the high level of competition in this field. 
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5  Appreciation of resources and of the life of the research unit  

— Managements : 

The head of the team provides a good scientific leadership, with regular lab meetings. The students are well 
trained and the two members of the team holding a HDR provide a good management of the research projects. 
The 3 students who have obtained their PhD during the last 4 years ended up to get a research appointment, 
including two with a post-doctoral position (France, USA), and one hired as an assistant professor / hospital 
practitioner in another university hospital in Paris. 

— Human ressources : 

The two members of the team holding an HDR have also teaching and/or hospital duties (outside of Paris for 
one of them). Despite the quality of their management, their constant efforts to be present in the research 
laboratory as much as they can, this is a weak point for the efficient development of the research projects. The 
team would need to be reinforced by permanent members including research scientists, teacher-researchers 
and engineers/technicians. 

— Communication strategy : 

The scientific staff members, as well as the non-permanent students, are involved in the communication to the 
scientific community by participating in national or international meetings. 

6  Recommendations and advice 

— Strong points : 

The committee emphasizes the determination and the scientific qualities of the team leader. The team has 
developed an outstanding « know-how » in the infection of primary hepatocytes with HCV, leading to the 
establishment of an efficient model to study the HCV infectious cycle. Some parts of the project addressed 
with this model would help to answer important questions regarding the HCV infectious cycle.  

— Weak points : 

The team leader is isolated and will be in difficulty to carry all the different parts of the project. The structure 
of the team is definitely too small and this could become a problem at short or middle-time for the students 
hired in the PhD formation. There are no signs from the institution for a possible strengthening of the team. 
The team is not assured to keep its actual premises. 

— Recommendations : 

The committee recommends that this program be carried out, focusing on its most interesting and promising 
aims. If a relocation of the team occurs, this must guarantee an access to a L3 facility, to avoid jeopardizing 
the project. Because it appears difficult at this time to strengthen the team with additional human resources 
from the institution, the committee would recommend to fuse/associate this small team to a larger one. A 
discussion with a group working in the HCV field should be undertaken. Other possibilities such as an 
association with a group working on viral morphogenesis with other models such as retroviruses might be also 
considered.  

Note de l’unité Qualité scientifique 
et production 

Rayonnement et 
attractivité, 

intégration dans 
l’environnement 

Stratégie, 
gouvernance et vie 

du laboratoire 
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projet 
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